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mind 

Is your haircare mantra
specially devised to restore harmony 

to your scalp, hair and soul.

{
}

Jean Paul Mynè overthrows traditional haircare, 
canons, leaving behind an archaic concept of beauty 

and embracing a totally new holistic approach 
which places the person in the centre of its universe. 



Delights your senses
both  at home and at the hair salon

all thanks to the visionary 
research carried out by the

Jean Paul Mynè laboratories.

ECO-friendly /

100% vegan /

SLES SLS /
free

revolutionary /
formulations

/ startling results
    that are visible 
    straightaway and give 
    long-term benefits

/ for instantaneous 
    and progressive 
    action

/ freely mixable
    with each other
    and customisable
    to suit your needs

/ quick and easy
    to rinse 

/ memory
    effects

{

} extraordinarily /
active ingredients



Stone of trust, responsibility 
and generosity. 
It stands for serenity.

DOMINANT COLOUR 
GOES FROM POWDER 
PINK TO LAVENDER PINK

Rhodonite

Stone of sensuality, 
beauty and femininity. 
It stands for peace.

DOMINANT COLOUR 
GOES FROM SEA GREEN 
TO MUTED BLUE

Malachite

Stone of confidence, 
wisdom and protection. 
It stands for balance.

DOMINANT COLOUR 
GOES FROM DEEP GREEN 
TO A MORE 
TRANSLUCENT HUE

Olivine

5 /  OILS
Natural softening

CAMELLIA

ARGAN

LINSEED

VETIVER

JOJOBA

/ 

Magnesium
Magnesium is best known for its use 
as a dietary supplement, but it also 
is renowned in the cosmetic sector 
for its ability to keep skin healthy, 
soft and toned as well as being a 
panacea for a series of skin and 
scalp issues. To be found in all Ocrys 
shampoos, it ensures the utmost 
gentleness on your scalp whilst 
washing your hair.

Oat Extract 
The Beta-Glucan extracted 
from oats provides the soothing 
rebuilding effect typically associated 
with the oat plant. It nourishes 
the scalp, gives extra shine and 
reinforces the structure of each 
hair strand.

Conditioning blend 
packed with moisture 
The nourishing hydrating action of 
Ocrys’s range of conditioners, masks 
and leave-in products benefits from 
an extremely sophisticated blend 
of active conditioning agents which 
gives maximum shine, softness and 
hydration, but which is also quick 
and easy to rinse out, meaning you 
save lots of time, water and energy. 
Your hair stays light-as-a-whisper 
and cleaner much longer.

Delicate surfactants 
of botanic origin 
It is important to choose a shampoo 
with gentle surfactants of botanic 
origin as this makes for a soft wash 
which respects your scalp and hair.

/ 

/ 

/ 
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Stone of creativity 
and joyful invention. 
It stands for pure 
energy.

DOMINANT COLOUR 
GOES FROM RED 
TO DARK PURPLE

Zincite

Stone of courage, 
willpower and 
discipline. It stands 
for strength.

DOMINANT COLOUR 
GOES FROM SILVER 
GREY TO RUST

Hematite

{
}and the value of research.

Ocrys contains a carefully 
selected mixture of ingredients 

of plant and mineral origin.
 

Precious liquid-crystal extracts
fused with exclusive natural oils and essences 

give birth to a range of hair products 
of unprecedented effectiveness.

/ 5 /  CRYSTALS

/



/ 8 /  IDENTITIES
for infinite solutions

Bespeaks harmony 
and extraordinary 

highly noticeable results.

{
}
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Deva
protection and lustre

COLOURED HAIR

Bandha
discipline and softness

STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana
control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha
moisture, softness and strength

BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body
body and volume
THIN HAIR 

Sensitive
delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair
reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha
natural safety for the whole family

  eco 



benefits
Restoring definition and control 
to curly hair and avoiding the 

dreaded frizzy effect.

active “asana” 
ingredients

Sunflower-seed extracts: from 
which we obtain biomimetic 
Phytoceramides. These form a 
protective film which smooths 
the hair cuticles and instantly 
improves the definition of your 
curls, continuing to keep them 

looking good over time.

Jojoba Oil: it is very similar in 
composition to human sebum. 
This makes it highly popular 
for cosmetic products which 
improves the appearance of 
hair and skin. Jojoba waxes 
have large % amounts of fatty 
acids which means they are 
extraordinarily hydrating and 

nourishing.

Linseed Oil: this contains 
linoleic acid, a substance that 
helps to regulate skin hydration 
and provides elasticity and 
suppleness. Cosmetic application 
to the hair helps to prevent split 
ends and naturally gets rid of 
any existing ones by rehydrating 
and restructuring the hair fibre.

energy
It has the warm glow of the 
setting sun and evokes the 
beauty of zincite - a stone 
traditionally known for its 
ability to balance energies and 
restore harmony. This leads to 
joy and creativity. Its heady 
scent emanates energy and 

vitality.

Asana helps to keep unruly curls in check 
and defines their innate beauty. It takes its name 

from the yoga positions which direct energy towards 
specific parts of our body, helping us to regain 

psychological and physical wellbeing.

“
“

control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Asana

/ Asana Shampoo /
CURLY HAIR

/ Asana Conditioner /
CURLY HAIR

/ Asana Mask /
CURLY HAIR



benefits
It protects artificially coloured 

hair and keeps it glossy.

active “deva” 
ingredients

Sunflower-seed extracts: from 
which we obtain biomimetic 
Phytoceramides. These form 
a protective film which keeps 
the hair shaft smooth and stops 

colour from fading. 

Vetiver oil: rich in vitamin E for 
a hydrating nourishing action to 
keep your hair soft and glossy.

Mixture of Amino-acids:  interacts 
with the hair producing 
visible results, for a hydrating, 
restructuring and protective 
effect which repairs superficial 

damage.

energy
The amber nuances are 
evocative of zincite which is 
bursting with trace elements 
and is a well-known skincare 
ingredient with extraordinary 
soothing properties. It conjures 
up ene rg y  and vi tal i t y . 

Its scent is sharp and spicy.

In ancient Sanskrit, Deva means
that which shines - a divine being

or the power of nature. “ “

protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Deva

/ Deva Shampoo /
COLOURED HAIR

/ Deva Color Day Shampoo /
COLOURED HAIR

Specific shampoo after a salon
colour treatment

/ Deva Conditioner /
COLOURED HAIR

/ Deva Mask /
COLOURED HAIR



benefits
It reinforces the hair structure 
as well  as repairing and 
restoring the protective barrier 

of the hair fibre.

active “repair” 
ingredients

Ceramide III: is able to restore 
damaged hair to its former 
beauty and to protect it against 
the onslaught of chemicals, 
thermal stress and adverse 

weather conditions. 

Limnanthes Alba: the seeds 
yield an odourless bright-yellow 
oil which is exceptionally rich 
(about 96%) in fatty acids.

energy
The powder-pink shade is a 
nod to rhodonite, the stone 
of trust, responsibility and 
generosity. It stands for serenity 
and nurtures the soul with the 
power of love. Its delicate and 
sweetish scent stirs up memories 
of warm summertime afternoons.

Repair is a special range which gives 
strength and nourishment to fragile hair.“ “

reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Repair

/ Repair Rich Shampoo /
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

/ Repair Magnificent Mask /
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

/ Repair Sublime Mist /
LEAVE IN CONDITIONER 

DAMAGED HAIR



benefits
It cleanses and hydrates body 
and hair gently and works to 
protect the environment at 
the same time. One product 
for several different purposes 
means saving energy whilst you 
have a shower and wash your 
hair. A lifestyle in harmony with 

nature.

active “deha” 
ingredients

Linseed Oil: this contains 
linoleic acid, a substance that 
helps to regulate skin hydration 
a n d  p r o v i d e s  e l a s t i c i t y 
and suppleness.  Cosmetic 
application to the hair helps to 
prevent split ends and naturally 
gets rid of any existing ones by 
rehydrating and restructuring 

the hair fibre. 

X i m e n i a  A m e r i c a n a :  i t s 
precious bark extract is used to 
protect highly sensitive scalps. 
Extremely suitable for a very 

gentle shampoo.

Palm Kernel / Coco Glucoside: 
in the choice of a shampoo, it is 
important to choose one with a 
delicate base of botanic origin 
like this one made from coconut 
oil - highly suitable for sensitive 
scalps and for children as well.

energy
A subtle beige with its neutral 
nuances are the natural tones of 
the active ingredients for a range 
which fits a harmonious and 
environmentally aware lifestyle. 
Its scent strikes a perfect balance 
between the sweetness of milk 
and the earthiness of wood.

The word Deha means human being in the Sanskrit 
language and it alludes to the meaning of the cosmos on a 

smaller scale. Deha is dedicated to the whole family. This is 
an environmentally friendly range like no other, not only 

because of its special formulations but also because when 
you use it, you are benefiting sustainability. Low water 

consumption and less energy required to heat it up.

“
“

natural safety
for the whole family

eco

Deha

/ Deha Cleansing Hair & Body /
CLEANSER BODY AND HAIR

/ Deha Moisture Hair & Body /
MOISTURIZER BODY AND HAIR

/ Deha CO-WASH /
CLEANSING CONDITIONER





active sensitive 
“balance & purify” 

ingredients
Maca Root: also known as the 
“energy root”, maca is a kind of 
superfood because it is literally 
packed with vitamins and 
minerals. It plays an essential 
role in the cosmetics industry 
because it exerts an energising 
action on the scalp and hair 
fibre. The end result is extra 
body and a silken texture; it even 
brings out glossiness and beauty 

on problem hair. 

Ximenia Americana: its precious 
bark extract is used to protect 
highly sensitive scalps. Extremely 
suitable for a very gentle shampoo.

Ziziphus Joazeiro: a plant from 
Brazil with strong curative 
properties and effective for 
controlling dandruff. It has a 
slight foaming action and helps 
to both reduce and prevent the 
appearance of dandruff as well 
as allaying the sensation of an 

irritated or itchy scalp.

Zanthalene: commonly known 
as Sichuan pepper, this plant is 
widely used as a spice in Asian 
cuisine. Its extract is helpful to 

allay an itching sensation.

Sensitive encapsulates extreme sensitivity 
of soul and body. It is a range designed 

to give the gentlest wash for scalp and hair. “ “
benefits

Gentle on the scalp, nourishing 
on the tips, it wards off any 

scalp issues.

active “sensitive” 
ingredients

FIG: serves as an emollient and 
moisturiser. It helps to restore 
balance and checks water loss 
through the skin, giving a 
sensation of great freshness 

and softness. 

Black Snakeroot:  actaea 
ra cemosa  is  a medicinal 
plant which is much used by 
the native Americans who 
believe in its endless virtues. 
It is especially appreciated 
for its soothing properties.

Nettle: since the beginning of 
time, this plant has been much 
venerated and used for multiple 
purposes. Nettle extracts exert 
a cleansing, astringent and 

soothing action.

Milk Thistle: renowned for its 
antioxidant powers, milk thistle 
delivers a precious supply of 
flavonoids which are well known 
for their ability to slow down 
the formation of free radicals 
and attenuate signs of ageing.

energy
Shades of green going from 
a richer nuance to a lighter 
almost crystalline hue. This is 
evocative of olivine hich brings 
energies back into balance 
and endows us with a sense of 
freedom, protection and poise. 
A fresh scent with hints of 
grassland and sea spray. It 
stirs up memories of a faint 
breeze at the break of day.

delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Sensitive

/ Sensitive Shampoo /
DELICATE AND SENSITIVE SCALP

/ Sensitive Scalp Care /
DELICATE AND SENSITIVE SCALP

/ Sensitive Conditioner /
DELICATE AND SENSITIVE SCALP

/ Sensitive Mask /
DELICATE AND SENSITIVE SCALP

/ Sensitive Scalp Balance /
SCALP WITH DANDRUFT and/or SEBUM

/ Sensitive Purify Shampoo /
SCALP WITH DANDRUFT

/ Sensitive Balance Shampoo /
SCALP WITH SEBUM



benefits
It helps to keep your hair 
amazingly straight. For hair 
which is already straight, or 
for frizzy hair which needs 
straightening, it possesses 
special active ingredients which 
are able to realign the hair 
fibres and keep them that way.

active “bandha” 
ingredients

Sunflower-seed extracts: from 
which we obtain biomimetic 
Phytoceramides. These form a 
protective film which keeps the 

hair cuticles smooth. 

D-Panthenol: rich in phytohormones 
and plant proteins which boost 
long-term hydration levels of 
the skin and hair, thus improving 

lustre and glossiness.

Camellia Oil: having a strong 
concentration of vitamin A, it 
boasts immense antioxidant, 
moisturising, nourishing and 
elasticising powers on the hair.

energy
Greenish glints like reflections on 
sea waves evoke the beauty of 
malachite - a stone traditionally 
known for its ability to balance 
energies, restore harmony and 
bring peace. The liquid extract 
of this stone exerts antioxidant 
powers, boosts the general 
efficiency of the skin and 
provides the hair with a strong 
protective barrier. Its sharp 
bracing scent conjures up images 
of a rainbow appearing on the 
horizon after the downpour of 

a searingly hot August.

Bandha is a yoga term which means 
“bond” or bringing together. 

It refers to the postural body lock which releases 
both physical and mental energy. 

“
“

discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Bandha

/ Bandha Shampoo /
STRAIGHT HAIR

/ Bandha Conditioner /
STRAIGHT HAIR

/ Bandha Mask /
STRAIGHT HAIR



benefits
Limp hair acquires amazing 
body and fullness, whilst staying 
l ightweight,  lustrous and 
moisturised. The ideal product 
for a glossy voluminous head 

of hair.

active “full-body” 
ingredients

Extract of Lime Blossom: rich 
in phytohormones and plant 
proteins which boost long-term 
moisture levels of the scalp and 
hair and increases fullness whilst 
protecting against UV damage 

and water loss.

Argan oil: is particularly popular 
because of its moisturising and 
antioxidant properties. It makes 

hair soft and lustrous.

Oat extract: nourishes the scalp, 
boosts lustre and strengthens 
the structure of the hair shaft.

energy
In a shade like the deep blue 
sea, it evokes the bluish hues of 
haematite, a stone traditionally 
known for its ability to balance 
energies and restore harmony. 
This leads to determination, 
concentration and dynamism. 
Its fresh bracing scent conjures 
up the gentle caress of a sea 
breeze at the start of summer.

Full-Body is a range which endows 
the hair structure with remarkable 

thickness and volume.“ “

body and volume
THIN HAIR

Full-Body

/ Full-Body Shampoo /
THIN HAIR

/ Full-Body Conditioner /
THIN HAIR

/ Full-Body Leave In /
THIN HAIR



benefits
It helps to restore well-being 
to stressed hair thanks to 
a complex called OXILOCK 
PLASMA. Continuous use will 
help you achieve stunningly 
beautiful results. Ideal for 
bleached locks or chemically 

damaged hair.

active “hatha” 
ingredients

Organic acids:  the same 
ones used for OXILOCK 
PLASMA, help to improve 
the strength and structure 
of wrecked hair and restore 

a healthy appearance.

GUAR H. C.: has outstanding 
antistatic and conditioning 
properties. It makes it easier to 
detangle both wet and dry hair, 
it boosts lustre, silkiness and 

hydration.

Sunflower-seed extracts: from 
which we obtain biomimetic 
Phytoceramides. These form a 
protective film which keeps the 

hair cuticles smooth.

energy
The purple colour palette 
conjures up the purple-grey 
nuances of haematite - stone 
of courage, willpower and 
discipline. It stands for strength. 
A mellow seductive scent 
which brings to mind the cool 
shade offered by the branches 
of a blossoming cherry tree.

The word Hatha is made up of two 
syllables - HA + THA. HA refers to the solar aspect 

and the qualities of the sun whilst THA relates to the 
lunar aspect and the qualities of the moon. In Sanskrit, 
it indicates the quest for the exact balance between the 

sun and the moon. For Ocrys the Hatha range is the best 
possible solution for bleached and badly damaged hair.

“
“

moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Hatha

/ Hatha Dream Shampoo /
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

/ Hatha Believe Conditioner /
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

/ Hatha Come True /
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR



KERATIN PLUS shampoo
deep cleansing

This product provides deep 
thorough cleansing. It is a 
priming shampoo required 
prior to certain specif ic 
processes like Jean Paul Mynè’s 
straightening or disciplining 

treatments.

ENHANCING shampoo
deep moisturizing

Its sublime ingredients provide 
outstanding hydration, deep 
nourishment and effective 
protection against environmental 

damage.

ENHANCING conditioner
deep moisturizing

This is a nourishing moisturising 
hair conditioner. Enriched with 
plant extracts like linseed oil, 
it makes hair beautifully soft 

and glossy. 

REVITAL MASK
deep moisturizing

An intensive mask which repairs, 
strengthens, hydrates and 
nourishes the hair. Enriched with 
plant stem cells, it penetrates 
deep and helps to repair damage 
caused by chemical treatments 

and environmental stress.

Jean Paul Mynè’s treasures reworked 
with a brand-new spin so as to complete 

the range for a working salon system. 
The formulations have been upgraded 

using our usually cherrypicked 
cutting-edge materials so that we can 

exceed expectations.

{

}
/ ENHANCING shampoo /

DEEP MOISTURIZING

/ KERATIN PLUS shampoo /
DEEP CLEANSING

/ ENHANCING Conditioner /
DEEP MOISTURIZING

/ REVITAL MASK /
DEEP MOISTURIZING



{
}Draw your ocrys mantra

in the salon or at home.

With Ocrys the hairstylist creates 
a personalised affinity plan 

and builds up a haircare mantra 
for each salon guest.

/

with sebum Sensitive Balance

normal depending on the wish
with dandruft Sensitive Purify

sensitive Sensitive / Deha

dry Sensitive / Deha

thick
depending on the wish

medium
depending on the wish

thin
Full-Body

healthy
depending 
on the wish
coloured
Deva

brittle
Repair

very brittle
Hatha

curly
Asana

straight
Bandha

wavy 
depending on the wish

tamed straight Bandha

tamed curl Asana

body and volume Full-Body

protection and shine Deva

strength and moisturizer Hatha

eco for all the family Deha

hair kind

scalp

my hair care
mantra

structure

lengths and 
tips



Deva 
Color Day 
Shampoo 

code OCDV01

Deva 
Shampoo 

code OCDV02

Deva 
Conditioner  

code OCDV03

Deva 
Mask 

code OCDV04

Repair
Rich Shampoo 

code OCRE01

Repair 
Magnificent Mask 

code OCRE03

Deha 
Cleansing 
Hair & Body 

code OCDE01

Deha 
Moisture 
Hair & Body 

code OCDE02

Deva
Shampoo

code OCDV05

Deva
Conditioner

code OCDV06

Repair
Rich Shampoo

code OCRE04

Deha 
Cleansing 
Hair & Body 

code OCDE03

Deha
Moisture
Hair & Body

code OCDE04

Deha
CO-WASH

code OCDE05

Deva
Mask

code OCDV07

Repair
Magnificent Mask

code OCRE05

H
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H
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e
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e
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lo

n

Sa
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Deva / protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Bandha / discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana / control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha / moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body / body and volume
THIN HAIR

Sensitive / delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair / reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha / natural safety for the whole family
  eco 

Deva / protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Bandha / discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana / control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha / moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body / body and volume
THIN HAIR

Sensitive / delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair / reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha / natural safety for the whole family
  eco 

Deva / protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Bandha / discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana / control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha / moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body / body and volume
THIN HAIR

Sensitive / delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair / reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha / natural safety for the whole family
  eco 

250 ml

250 ml

250 ml

200 ml

200 ml

1000 ml

1000 ml

1000 ml

H
om

e 
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d 
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n

Repair
Sublime Mist

code OCRE02

150 ml

Asana 
Shampoo 

code OCAS01

Asana 
Conditioner  

code OCAS02

Asana 
Mask 

code OCAS03

Asana
Shampoo

code OCAS04

Asana
Conditioner

code OCAS05

Asana
Mask

code OCAS06

H
om

e

Sa
lo

n

250 ml 200 ml 1000 ml

Deva / protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Bandha / discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana / control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha / moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body / body and volume
THIN HAIR

Sensitive / delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair / reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha / natural safety for the whole family
  eco 

{
}/ 8 /  IDENTITIES



Full-Body
Shampoo 

code OCFB01

Full-Body
Conditioner 

code OCFB02

Keratin Plus
Shampoo 

code KP107

Enhancing
Shampoo 

code ES040

Enhancing
Conditioner 

code ES050

Revital 
Mask 

code RM400

Hatha
Dream 
Shampoo 

code OCHA01

Hatha
Believe 
Conditioner 

code OCHA02

Hatha
Come True

code OCHA03

Full-Body
Shampoo

code OCFB03

Full-Body
Conditioner

code OCFB04

Hatha
Come True

code OCHA06

Full-Body
Leave In

code OCFB05

Hatha
Dream 
Shampoo

code OCHA04

Hatha
Believe 
Conditioner

code OCHA05
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Deva / protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Bandha / discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana / control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha / moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body / body and volume
THIN HAIR

Sensitive / delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair / reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha / natural safety for the whole family
  eco 

Deva / protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Bandha / discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana / control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha / moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body / body and volume
THIN HAIR

Sensitive / delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair / reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha / natural safety for the whole family
  eco 

250 ml

200 ml

150 ml

250 ml

1000 ml

1000 ml

1000 ml

Bandha 
Shampoo 

code OCBA01

Bandha 
Conditioner  

code OCBA02

Bandha 
Mask 

code OCBA03

Sensitive
Shampoo 

code OCSE01

Sensitive
Conditioner 

code OCSE02

Sensitive
Mask 

code OCSE03

Sensitive
Balance 
Shampoo  

code OCAS04

Sensitive
Purify 
Shampoo 

code OCSE05

Bandha
Shampoo

code OCBA04

Bandha
Conditioner

code OCBA05

Sensitive
Shampoo

code OCSE08

Sensitive
Conditioner

code OCSE09

Sensitive
Balance 
Shampoo

code OCSE11

Sensitive
Purify 
Shampoo

code OCSE12

Bandha
Mask

code OCBA06

Sensitive
Scalp Care

code OCSE06

Sensitive
Mask

code OCSE10

Sensitive
Scalp Balance

code OCSE07
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Deva / protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Bandha / discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana / control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha / moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body / body and volume
THIN HAIR

Sensitive / delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair / reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha / natural safety for the whole family
  eco 

Deva / protection and lustre
COLOURED HAIR

Bandha / discipline and softness
STRAIGHT HAIR

Asana / control and nourishment
CURLY HAIR

Hatha / moisture, softness and strength
BLEACHED AND TREATED HAIR

Full-Body / body and volume
THIN HAIR

Sensitive / delicate, balanced and cleansing
SENSITIVE SCALPS

Repair / reconstruction
DAMAGED AND TREATED HAIR

Deha / natural safety for the whole family
  eco 

250 ml

250 ml

250 ml

200 ml

150 ml 200 ml

150 ml

1000 ml

1000 ml

1000 ml

balance & purify
SCALP WITH SEBUM and/or DANDRUFT



OCRYS shopping bag
Code BAG03

OCRYS mantra menù 
From consultancy to choice. 

Code OMM01

OCRYS shopping corner
(ground display)
Focus on the treatment to bring at home. 
Dimensions: H 175cm X W 70cm X D 41cm

Code ESP60

OCRYS taffetà
Focus on istituzional image that will be 
repeted in the press campaign. 
Dimensions: 70X140 cm

Code BAN233

OCRYS hair mantra map
From consultancy to choice.

Code OMM02

Hair turban
Bamboo turban fibre 
with botton.

Code TUR001

OCRYS bowl
Double bowl 
100 ml & 20 ml.

Code CIO090 

Salon Concept
marketing support

{
}

OCRYS mantra bar 
(shampoo bowl display)
Focus on the cerimonial to live in the salon. 
Dimensions: H 35cm X W 104cm X D 35,5cm

Code ESP70



OCRYS 
WORLDWIDE 

Within the worldwide training 
program, a module specifically 
studied to reveal every secret of 
the new revolutionary Ocrys line.

Is training method.
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